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1.0

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After studying this unit, you will be able to know
 The theories of International Trade
 The foreign trade policy of India
 Strategies to achieve the objectives of International Trade
 Different types of trade policy
1.1

MEANING OF TRADE

Trade is a means to economic growth and national development, not an end in itself.
The fundamental source is the stimulation of increased economic activity, rather than
the mere earning of foreign cash. This philosophy underpins foreign trade policy, which
is organised around two key goals. These are:
• To double our percentage share of global goods trade in the next five years;
• To serve as an effective tool for economic growth by boosting job creation.
Foreign trade promotion (also known as export promotion) is a broad phrase that
encompasses economic policies, development interventions, and private sector efforts
aimed at enhancing a country's trade performance. A single country, a region within a
country or a set of countries participating in an economic trading area can make up such
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an economic area. It's possible that specific industries will be targeted. Increased
exports, both in absolute terms and proportionally to imports, are the primary means of
improvement. Trade promotion programs tend to target industries that have a
comparative advantage over their foreign competitors when specific industries are
targeted. Trade promotion can also include expanding the supply of key inputs in the
country's strongest industries via import expansion.
1.2







1.3

STRATEGY TO ACHIEVE THE OBJECTIVES
Bring down transaction cost– Simplified procedure,
Unshackling of controls, built-in transparency & mutual trust;
India to be a Global hub for Manufacturing, Trading & Services
Special Focus area Initiatives;
Facilitating Technological & Infra-structural up gradation;
Neutralizing incidence of all levies & duties on inputs
Duties & Levies should not be exported.
MEASURES AND SCHEMES FOR FOREIGN TRADE PROMOTION

 Duty Drawback Scheme
The payment of various excise, levy, and customs duties is not required for
merchandise to be exported. Such charge returns can be shown to the relevant authority
as proof of export of these products. 'Duty Drawbacks' are the term for such refunds.
 Manufacturing for Export under the Bond Scheme
Organizations can manufacture goods without paying excise duty or other fees under
this highway. Organizations can take advantage of this facility by pledging (i.e.,
bonding) that they will produce goods for export.
 Exemption from Sales Taxes Payment
The payment of sales tax is not required for merchandise created solely for exportation.
For a long time, money received from exporting businesses has been exempt from
paying income tax. Only 100 percent export-oriented units and units located in Export
Processing Zones / special economic zones are eligible for this exemption.
 Advance License Program
The government policy allows suppliers to deliver duty-free local and imported
resources that are needed to manufacture export goods. Firms that export irregularly
can also obtain these permits in exchange for specific export orders.
 Zones for Export Processing
They are industrial zones that form enclaves within the Domestic Tariff Areas. These
are typically placed near seaports or airports and want to create a low-cost,
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internationally competitive duty-free environment for export production. For foreign
trade promotion, many measures are used, such as the availability of export finance,
export promotion, and the capital merchandise plan.
 Focus Market Scheme (FMS)
The goal is to offset high freight costs and other externalities in a few overseas markets
in order to improve India's export competitiveness there. Under the FMS plan, the
following kinds of export products/sectors will be ineligible for Duty Credit Scrip: a.
Supplies to Special Economic Zones (SEZs) b. Service Exports c. Diamonds and other
valuable stones, d. Gold, silver, platinum, and other precious metals, e. Cereals, sugar,
and milk, and f. Crude/Petroleum oil. Under the Focus Market Scheme, new markets
have been added.
 Focus Product Scheme (FPS)
The goal of the FPS is to incentivize the export of items with a high export
intensity/employment potential in order to offset infrastructural inefficiencies and other
associated costs associated with their marketing. The Focus Product Scheme (FPS)
incentive has been increased from 1.25 percent to 2 percent. Under the FPS, a wide
variety of products from diverse industries have been included for benefits. Engineering
products, plastic, technical textiles, project goods, vegetable textiles, and some
electrical devices are among them.
 Market Linked Focus Products Scrip (MLFPS)
MLFPS encourages the export of items with a high export intensity but limited
penetration in their respective nations. The addition of products has substantially
expanded MLPFS. Pharmaceuticals, synthetic textile fabrics, value-added rubber
products, value-added plastic goods, knitted and textiles, glass products, some iron and
steel products, and certain aluminium articles are among the products available.
 Export Promotion Capital Goods (EPCG)
Duty-free scheme The EPCG plan allows capital items to be imported for preproduction, production, and post-production purposes. Import duties under the EPCG
scheme have been cut from 5% to 3% to encourage modernisation of manufacturing
and services exports. The 2% interest subvention plan will remain in operation until
March 31, 2013, under the Foreign Trade Policy 2009-2014.
ENHANCED PROMOTIONAL SCHEMES
1. Assistance to States for Infrastructure Development for Exports (ASIDE)The scheme for Assistance to States for Infrastructure Development of Exports
(ASIDE) is formulated to encourage State Governments to participate in promoting
exports and is administered by the Department of Commerce (DoC).
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2. Market Access Initiative (MAI)
The MAI scheme is intended to provide financial assistance for medium-term export
promotion efforts with a sharp focus on a country/product and is administered by DoC.
Financial assistance is available for Export Promotion Councils (EPCs), Industry and
Trade Associations (ITAs), Agencies of State Governments, Indian Commercial
Missions (ICMs) abroad, and other eligible entities as may be notified.
3. Marketing Development Assistance (MDA)
MDA Scheme is intended to provide financial assistance for a range of export
promotion activities implemented by EPCs, ITAs on a regular basis every year. The
scheme is administered by DoC assistance. The assistance includes, amongst others,
participation in
(i)
Trade Fairs and Buyer Seller meets abroad or in India, and
(ii)
Export promotion seminars.
1.4

ORGANIZATIONAL SUPPORT

The government has set up from time to time various institutions in order to facilitate the
process of foreign trade. Following are few of them.
The government has established several agencies to facilitate the process of foreign trade
from time to time. Followings are
 Department of Commerce- The Ministry of Commerce of India's is the most
authoritative organization in charge of the country's international trade and all
jurisdictions related to it. Expanding business links with other countries, state
trade, export promotion measures, and the development and control of particular
export-oriented businesses and commodities are all examples of this. The
Department of Commerce is in charge of formulating foreign trade policies. It
also sets the tone for the country's overall import and export policies.
 Export Support Councils- Non-profit organisations known as Export Promotion
Councils are incorporated under the Companies Act or the Societies Registration
Act. The primary goal of export promotion councils is to advertise and develop the
nation's exports of certain products that fall within its purview. There are now 21
EPCs that deal with various commodities.
 Commodity Boards: The Government of India established commodity boards to
promote the manufacturing of traditional goods and their exports. These boards are
used in addition to the EPCs. The Coffee Board, Rubber Board, Tobacco Board,
Spice Board, Central Silk Board, Tea Board, and Coir Board are the seven
commodities boards in India.
 Export Inspection Council: The Government of India established the Export
Inspection Council of India under Section 3 of the Export Quality Control and
Inspection Act 1963. Through quality control and pre-shipment inspection, the
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1.5

council works to ensure the smooth development of the export trade. The council
is an important entity for overseeing operations such as standard control and preshipment inspection of export items. Except for a few exceptions, all goods going
for export must pass through EIC.
Indian Trade Promotion Organization: The Ministry of Commerce,
Government of India, established the Indian Trade Promotion Organization under
the Companies Act 1956. Its headquarters are in New Delhi. The ITPO was
founded by the amalgamation of two government entities, the Trade Development
Authority and the Indian Trade Fair Authority. Its goal is to assist export
organisations who participate in international trade fairs and exhibitions, among
other things. Developing new item exports, as well as giving support and up-todate commercial business information. ITPO has five domestic locations in
Mumbai, Bangalore, Kolkata, Kanpur, and Chennai, as well as four foreign
locations in Germany, Japan, the United Arab Emirates, and the United States.
Indian Institute of Foreign Trade (IIFT): The Government of India founded
the Indian Institute of Foreign Trade as an autonomous agency in 1963. The
Institute of International Trade Management (IIFT) was established under the
Societies Registration Act with the primary goal of professionalising the country's
foreign trade management. It provides international business training, performs
international business research, and analyses and disseminates information about
international trade and investment scenarios.
State Trading Organization- In May 1956, the State Trading Organization
(STC) was created. STC's major goal is to encourage international trade,
particularly export trade, among various trading partners across the world. In
India, a large number of small businesses are finding it challenging to compete in
the global market. In the meanwhile, the current trade routes are insufficient to
promote exports and diversify trade with nations other than those in Europe.
Indian Institute of Packaging (IIP)-The Indian Institute of Packaging was
founded in 1966 as a joint venture between the Ministry of Commerce,
Government of India, and the Indian Packaging industry and related interests. Its
headquarters and primary laboratory are in Mumbai, with three regional
laboratories in Kolkata, Delhi, and Chennai. It is a packaging and testing-related
training and research institute.
PROBLEMS FACED DURING FOREIGN TRADE



Primary Exporting:
Because most developing countries are still in the early stages of development,
they are largely exporting primary products and hence can't get a reasonable
price for them on the international market. Developing countries have been
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unable to increase their export revenues due to a lack of diversification in their
exports.
Unfavourable Trade Conditions:
Another issue that these developing countries confront when it comes to trade is
that the terms of trade are continually working against them. In the absence of
adequate infrastructure and a quality-improvement strategy, these countries'
terms of trade deteriorated over time, eventually working against the country's
overall interests.



Increasing Developmental and Maintenance Imports:
Developing countries are dealing with an increase in developmental imports,
which include various types of machinery and equipment for the development
of various types of industries, as well as a large increase in maintenance
imports, which are used to collect intermediate goods and raw materials for
these industries. The increasing number of imports has posed a severe difficulty
in terms of round-the-clock management of international trade.



Higher Import Intensity:
Another specific problem confronting emerging countries is the higher import
intensity in the development of industries as a result of the import intensive
industrialisation strategy used in these countries to meet the needs of elitist
consumption. Such a rise in aristocratic spending has resulted in a massive load
of expanding imports in these developing countries, resulting in a catastrophic
balance of payment issue.



BOP Crisis:
Developing countries are dealing with rising imports and poor export growth,
resulting in an increasing balance of payments deficit. In certain countries, the
deficit has grown to such a degree at one point in time that it has resulted in a
significant international trade crisis.



Lack of Co-ordination:
The developing countries are not maintaining good coordination among
themselves through the promotion of integration economies grouping, formation
of unions, etc. Thus, in the absence of such coordination, the developing
countries could not realize those benefits of foreign trade which they could have
realized as a result of such an economic grouping.
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1.6



Import Coverage and Foreign Exchange Reserves:
As a result of the rising amount of imports and the ongoing balance of payment
crises, emerging countries are occasionally faced with the challenge of
dwindling foreign exchange reserves. As the country's foreign exchange
reserves dwindle, the country's import cover shrinks.



Steep Depreciation:
In the case of developing countries, steep depreciation of their currencies
against the dollar and other currencies has resulted in a significant increase in
the value of their imports, resulting in a massive trade deficit.



Higher Prices of POL imports:
The increase in the price of POL imports paid by oil-producing countries,
notably since the Gulf War, has contributed to the widening of the current
account imbalance in developing countries' balance of payments.



International Liquidity Problem:
The majority of developing countries have been dealing with increasingly acute
foreign liquidity issues. As a result, these countries are suffering from a chronic
lack of capital and technology, placing them in a position of significant reliance
on wealthier countries for their limited resources.
FOREIGN TRADE POLICY OF INDIA

The Department of Commerce is charged with making India a prominent player in
global commerce and assuming a leadership role in international trade organizations
that is commensurate with the country's growing importance. In the medium term, the
Department develops commodity and country-specific strategies, and in the long run, it
develops a strategic plan and India's Foreign Trade Policy. The Foreign Trade Policy
(FTP) of India establishes the policy and strategy framework for encouraging exports
and trade. It is updated on a regular basis to keep up with changes in the domestic and
international environment. Multilateral and bilateral commercial contacts, special
economic zones (SEZs), state trading, export promotion and trade facilitation, and the
development and regulation of specific export-oriented businesses and commodities are
all responsibilities of the Department.
The foreign trade policy is essentially a set of guidelines for the import and export of
goods and services. These are established by the Directorate General of Foreign
Trade (DGFT), the governing body for the promotion and facilitation of exports and
imports under the Ministry of Commerce and Industry. While the trade policy covers
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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imports and exports, its primary objective is to facilitate trade by reducing
transaction costs and time, thereby making Indian exports more globally competitive.
It aims to:
 Accelerate economic activity and make the most of global market
opportunities
 Encourage sustained economic growth by providing access to raw materials,
components, intermediates (goods used as inputs for the production of other
goods), consumables and capital goods required for production
 Strengthen Indian agriculture, industry and services
 Generate employment
 Encourage stakeholders to strive for international standards of quality
 Provide quality consumer products at reasonable prices
The current Foreign Trade Policy (2015-20) prioritizes increasing India's market share
in existing markets and products while also exploring new products and markets. In
addition, India's Foreign Trade Policy envisions assisting exporters in maximizing the
benefits of GST, closely monitoring export performance, boosting cross-border trading
ease, raising revenue from agriculture-based exports, and promoting exports from
MSMEs and labor-intensive industries. The Department of Commerce has also worked
to make states active export partners. As a result, state governments are actively
formulating export strategies based on their particular sectors' capabilities. While the
external environment plays an important role in the success of export policies, it is also
important to address internal constraints such as infrastructure bottlenecks, high
transaction costs, complex procedures, manufacturing constraints, and insufficient
diversification in India's services exports. India is a party to the World Trade
Organization's (WTO) Trade Facilitation Agreement (TFA), which would help to
simplify and cut transaction costs.
The government wants to promote exports of high-value-added products, such as
engineering goods, electronics, medications and pharmaceuticals, textiles, and
agriculture. Around 70% of India's exports are made up of products that only account
for 30% of world trade. Defense equipment, medical gadgets, agro-processing,
technical textiles, and chemicals are among the more potential product groups under
consideration by the government. Commodity-specific strategies were developed for
important industries such as gems and jewellery, leather, textiles and clothing,
engineering, electronics, chemicals and petrochemicals, pharmaceuticals, agri and
related products, and marine products. The North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA), Europe, North East Asia, ASEAN, South Asia, Latin America, Africa and
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WANA, Australia, New Zealand, and the Commonwealth of Independent States would
all be covered by the territory-specific approach.
1.7

INDIA TRADE PROMOTION ORGANISATION (ITPO)

On February 13, 2014, the Standing Committee on Commerce (chaired by Mr. Shanta
Kumar) presented its 114th report on the Activities and Functioning of the India Trade
Promotion Organization. The India Trade Promotion Organisation (ITPO) is a
government-owned organisation that organises trade shows, buyer-seller meetings, and
provides information on products and markets in order to boost Indian exports.
 Main Criticism: The Committee found that the ITPO's attempts to promote
trade are too generic in character and do not provide a competitive advantage to
exporters. The Committee's recommendations are as follows:
 Industry consultation process: The Committee highlighted that ITPO had not
developed an institutional system for a regular consultative process with
industries for trade promotion, and recommended that one be established.
 International offices: The Committee felt that ITPO's decision to close its
foreign offices should be revisited because the staff stationed there supplied
vital trade data and established useful connections in those countries.
 Review mechanism: The Committee advised establishing a regular assessment
mechanism to evaluate the contribution of Indian embassies' Commerce and
Trade wings to trade promotion.
 Export Promotion Councils (EPC): The Committee stated that EPCs, which
are solely focused on trade promotion for a certain industry, have significantly
curtailed the role of ITPOs in export promotion. The Committee advised that
ITPO be more proactive in seeking out new markets for trade promotion, and
that the organization's mandate be reformulated to focus solely on trade
promotion for Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises.
 Fair organiser: The Committee felt that ITPO concentrated too much on its job
as an exhibition organiser and not enough on promoting exports and trade. It
was highlighted that the number of international exhibitors and visitors at the
shows is quite low, and ITPO was advised to make measures to enhance
foreigner footfall.
 Grievances of the Indian exhibition industry: The Committee was informed
that the ITPO, as the regulator of exhibits in India and the owner of various
exhibition facilities, had misused its dominant position by imposing
unreasonable conditions. It was suggested that ITPO present a detailed list of
redressal actions done on specific exhibition sector problems/grievances within
three months of the report's submission.
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Rental charges: The Committee stated that the rental fees for Pragati Maidan,
India's largest exhibition space, which is run by ITPO, are among the highest in
the world. The Committee believes that the high rental cost detracts from the
organizer's investment in tourist advertising, and that ITPO should reconsider its
leasing policies.
Trade and exhibition centres: The creation of trade and exposition facilities in
the country has been gradual, according to the Committee. It was suggested that
trade-cum-exhibition centres be built as quickly as possible, and that current
facilities be upgraded.
Financial performance: ITPO's income was exaggerated due to underreporting
of liabilities, according to an independent auditor's report from 2012-13. The
Committee took strong notice and requested that ITPO give a status note on the
problem within three months of the report's submission.
TYPES OF TRADE POLICY

Regulation of international trade supposes purposeful influence of the state on trade
relations with other countries. The main goals of foreign trade policy are:
 The volume change of exports and imports;
 Changes in the structure of foreign trade;
 Providing the country with the necessary resources;
 The change in the ratio of export and import prices.
There are three main approaches to the regulation of international trade:
 A system of unilateral measures, in which the instruments of state control
used by the government unilaterally and not coordinated with the trading
partner;
 The undertaking of bilateral agreements, in which trade policy measures
agreed between trading partners;
 The undertaking of multilateral agreements. Trade policy is coordinated and
regulated by the participating countries.
1.9

APPROACHES USED BY THE STATE

The basic line of government control of international trade is the application of two
different types of foreign trade policy in combination: liberalization (free trade policy)
and protectionism. Under the free trade policy is understood the minimum of state
interference in foreign trade, which developed on the basis of free-market forces of
supply and demand, and under the protectionism – the state policy, which provides the
protection of the domestic market from foreign competition through the use of tariff
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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and non-tariff trade policy instruments. These two types of trade policy characterize the
measure of state intervention into international trade. If under the conditions of
liberalization policy, a basic regulator of foreign trade is a market, then protectionism
practically excludes the operation of free-market forces. It is assumed that economic
potential and competitiveness at the world market of separate countries is different.
Therefore, free action of market forces can be unprofitable for the less developed
countries. Unlimited competition from more powerful states can result in economic
stagnation and the formation of inefficient economic structures in less-developed
countries.
Trade Barriers
Trade barriers are government-induced restrictions on international trade, which
generally decrease overall economic efficiency. Trade barriers are government-induced
restrictions on international trade. This can be explained by the theory of comparative
advantage. In theory, free trade involves the removal of all such barriers, except
perhaps those considered necessary for health or national security. In practice, however,
even those countries promoting free trade heavily subsidize certain industries, such as
agriculture and steel. Trade barriers are often criticized for the effect they have on the
developing world. Because rich-country players set trade policies, goods, such as
agricultural products that developing countries are best at producing, face high barriers.
Trade barriers, such as taxes on food imports or subsidies for farmers in developed
economies, lead to overproduction and dumping on world markets, thus lowering prices
and hurting poor-country farmers. Tariffs also tend to be anti-poor, with low rates for
raw commodities and high rates for labor-intensive processed goods. The Commitment
to Development Index measures the effect that rich country trade policies actually have
on the developing world. Another negative aspect of trade barriers is that it would cause
a limited choice of products and, therefore, would force customers to pay higher prices
and accept inferior quality.
Man-made trade barriers come in several forms, including:
Tariffs
Non-tariff barriers to trade
Import licenses
Export licenses
Import quotas
Subsidies
Voluntary Export Restraints
Local content requirements
Embargo
Currency devaluation
Trade restriction
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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Most trade barriers work on the same principle–the imposition of some sort of cost on
trade that raises the price of the traded products. If two or more nations repeatedly use
trade barriers against each other, then a trade war results.
1.10

INTERNATIONAL TRADE THEORY

International trade theories are simply different theories to explain international trade.
Trade is the concept of exchanging goods and services between two people or
entities. International trade is then the concept of this exchange between people or
entities in two different countries. People or entities trade because they believe that they
benefit from the exchange. They may need or want the goods or services. While at the
surface, this sound very simple, there is a great deal of theory, policy, and business
strategy that constitutes international trade.
Types of Theories:
The main historical theories are called classical and are from the perspective of a
country or country-based. By the mid-twentieth century, the theories began to shift to
explain trade from a firm, rather than a country, perspective. These theories are referred
to as modern and are firm-based or company-based. Both of these categories, classical
and modern, consisting of several international theories.

Classical or Country-Based Trade Theories

CLASSICAL COUNTRY BASED THEORIES
MERCANTILISM
Developed in the sixteenth century, mercantilism was one of the earliest efforts to
develop an economic theory. This theory stated that a country’s wealth was determined
by the amount of its gold and silver holdings. In its simplest sense, mercantilists
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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believed that a country should increase its holdings of gold and silver by promoting
exports and discouraging imports. In other words, if people in other countries buy more
from you (exports) than they sell to you (imports), then they have to pay you the
difference in gold and silver. The objective of each country was to have a trade surplus,
or a situation where the value of exports are greater than the value of imports, and to
avoid a trade deficit, or a situation where the value of imports is greater than the value
of exports. Although mercantilism is one of the oldest trade theories, it remains part of
modern thinking. Countries such as Japan, China, Singapore, Taiwan, and even
Germany still favor exports and discourage imports through a form of neo-mercantilism
in which the countries promote a combination of protectionist policies and restrictions
and domestic-industry subsidies.
ABSOLUTE ADVANTAGE
In The Wealth of Nations, published in 1776, Adam Smith questioned the dominant
mercantile theory of the day. Absolute advantage was a novel trade theory proposed by
Smith, which focused on a country's ability to produce a good more effectively than
another. Government policy or interference, Smith reasoned, should not limit or restrict
trade between countries. According to him, trade should flow spontaneously as a result
of market forces. In a hypothetical two-country world, if Country A could produce a
good cheaper or faster (or both) than Country B, Country A would gain an advantage
and be able to focus on producing that commodity.
Similarly, if Country B excelled at manufacturing, it could concentrate on
specialisation. Countries would gain efficiencies through specialisation since their
labour force would grow more proficient by performing the same tasks. Production
would become more efficient as a result of the incentive to develop faster and better
manufacturing technologies in order to boost specialisation.
People in both countries would gain from higher efficiencies, according to Smith's idea,
and trade should be encouraged. His idea argued that a country's wealth should be
measured by its people's living conditions rather than the amount of gold and silver it
possessed.
COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE
The absolute advantage theory was challenged by the fact that some countries may be
better at producing both items and hence have an advantage in multiple areas. Another
country, on the other hand, may not have any significant absolute advantages. In 1817,
an English economist named David Ricardo proposed the notion of comparative
advantage. Ricardo reasoned that even if Country A had an absolute advantage in
product production, specialisation and commerce between two countries might still
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occur. When a country cannot produce a product more efficiently than another country,
but it can produce that product better and more efficiently than other items, it is said to
have comparative advantage. There is a small distinction between these two
hypotheses. Absolute advantage is concerned with absolute productivity, whereas
comparative advantage is concerned with relative productivity differences.
HECKSCHER-OHLIN THEORY (FACTOR PROPORTIONS THEORY)
Smith and Ricardo's theories didn't help governments figure out which items would
provide them an advantage. Both theories anticipated that free and open markets would
encourage countries and producers to figure out which items they could manufacture
more effectively. Eli Heckscher and Bertil Ohlin, two Swedish economists,
concentrated their attention in the early 1900s on how a country could achieve a
comparative advantage by making products that employed elements that were abundant
in the country. Their approach is based on the production components of a country:
land, labour, and capital, which supply the cash for plant and equipment investment.
They discovered that the price of any factor or resource is governed by supply and
demand. Ones in high supply compared to demand would be less expensive; factors in
high demand compared to supply would be more expensive. The hypothesis, also
known as the factor proportions theory, claimed that countries would produce and
export commodities that required abundant resources or factors, resulting in lower
production costs. Countries, on the other hand, would import commodities that required
resources that were scarce but in high demand. For example, China and India have vast
pools of cheap labour. As a result, these countries have emerged as ideal places for
labor-intensive industries such as textiles and apparel.
LEONTIEF PARADOX
Wassily W. Leontief, a Russian-born American economist, analysed the US economy
thoroughly in the early 1950s and concluded that the US had an abundance of capital
and, as a result, should export more capital-intensive items. His analysis, based on real
data, revealed the opposite: the US was importing more capital-intensive commodities.
The United States should have been importing labor-intensive items, but instead it was
exporting them, according to the factor proportions theory. The Leontief Paradox was
named after his study, which was the polar opposite of what the factor proportions
theory predicted. In succeeding years, economists have remarked that, at the time,
labour in the United States was both plentiful and more productive than labour in many
other nations, therefore exporting labor-intensive items made sense. Many economists
have utilised theories and statistics to explain and mitigate the paradox's impact over
the years.
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MODERN OR FIRM-BASED TRADE THEORIES
In contrast to classical, country-based trade theories, modern, firm-based trade theories
emerged after World War II and were largely developed by business school professors
rather than economists. With the expansion of multinational corporations, firm-based
theories evolved (MNC). The country-based theories were unable to adequately address
the expansion of either MNCs or intra-industry trade, which refers to the trade of goods
produced in the same industry between two countries. Japan, for example, exports
Toyota vehicles to Germany and imports Mercedes-Benz automobiles from that
country. Firm-based theories, as opposed to country-based theories, incorporate other
product and service factors, such as brand and customer loyalty, technology, and
quality, into the understanding of trade flows.
COUNTRY SIMILARITY THEORY
In 1961, Swedish economist Steffan Linder proposed the country similarity theory in an
attempt to explain the concept of intra-industry trade. According to Linder's theory,
consumers in countries at the same or similar stages of development have similar
preferences. Linder proposed in this firm-based theory that businesses first produce for
domestic consumption. When companies consider exporting, they frequently discover
those markets that are similar to their domestic markets in terms of customer
preferences offer the greatest potential for success. According to Linder's country
similarity theory, most trade in manufactured goods will be between countries with
similar per capita incomes, with intra-industry trade being common. This theory is
frequently useful in understanding trade in goods where brand names and product
reputations play an important role in buyers' decision-making and purchasing
processes.
PRODUCT LIFE CYCLE THEORY
In the 1960s, Raymond Vernon, a Harvard Business School professor, developed the
product life cycle theory. According to the marketing theory, a product life cycle has
three distinct stages: (1) new product, (2) maturing product, and (3) standardized
product. The theory assumed that the new product's production would take place
entirely in the country of its invention. This was a useful theory in the 1960s to explain
the United States' manufacturing success. Following World War II, the United States
became the world's dominant producer in a variety of industries. It has also been used
to describe the life cycle of a personal computer (PC). The personal computer (PC) was
a new product in the 1970s that matured in the 1980s and 1990s. The PC is now in the
standardised product stage, with the majority of manufacturing and production taking
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place in low-cost Asian and Mexican countries. The product life cycle theory has been
less successful in explaining current trade patterns involving global innovation and
manufacturing. Global corporations, for example, conduct research and development in
developing markets where highly skilled labour and facilities are typically less
expensive. Despite the fact that research and development is typically associated with
the first or new product stage and thus completed in the home country, developing or
emerging-market countries such as India and China offer both highly skilled labour and
new research facilities at a significant cost advantage to global firms.
GLOBAL STRATEGIC RIVALRY THEORY
The theory of global strategic rivalry emerged in the 1980s, based on the work of
economists Paul Krugman and Kelvin Lancaster. Their theory focused on multinational
corporations (MNCs) and their efforts to gain a competitive advantage over other
global firms in their industry. Firms in their industries will face global competition, and
in order to thrive, they must develop competitive advantages. The critical ways in
which firms can gain a sustainable competitive advantage are referred to as the
industry's barriers to entry. The barriers to entry are the challenges that a new company
may face when attempting to enter a new industry or market.
The barriers to entry that corporations may seek to optimize include:
 Research and development,
 The ownership of intellectual property rights,
 Economies of scale,
 Unique business processes or methods as well as extensive experience in the
industry, and
 The control of resources or favourable access to raw materials.
PORTER’S NATIONAL COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE THEORY
In 1990, Michael Porter of the Harvard Business School developed a new model to
explain national competitive advantage as part of the ongoing evolution of international
trade theories. According to Porter's theory, a country's competitiveness in an industry
is determined by the industry's ability to innovate and upgrade. His theory sought to
explain why some countries are more competitive in certain industries than others.
Porter identified four determinants that he linked together to explain his theory. (1)
local market resources and capabilities, (2) local market demand conditions, (3) local
suppliers and complementary industries, and (4) local firm characteristics are the four
determinants.
1. Local market resources and capabilities (factor conditions).
Porter recognised the importance of the factor proportions theory, which views a
country's resources (such as natural resources and available labour) as key factors in
determining what products it will import or export. Porter added a new list of advanced
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factors to these basic factors, which he defined as skilled labour, investments in
education, technology, and infrastructure. He saw these advanced factors as giving a
country a long-term competitive advantage.
2. Local market demand conditions.
A sophisticated home market, according to Porter, is critical to ensuring ongoing
innovation and, as a result, creating a sustainable competitive advantage. Companies
with sophisticated, trendsetting, and demanding domestic markets necessitate
continuous innovation and the development of new products and technologies.
According to many sources, the demanding US consumer has compelled US software
companies to continuously innovate, resulting in a sustainable competitive advantage in
software products and services.
3. Local suppliers and complementary industries.
Large global firms benefit from having strong, efficient supporting and related
industries to provide the inputs required by the industry in order to remain competitive.
Certain industries cluster geographically, resulting in increased efficiencies and
productivity.
4. Local firm characteristics.
Firm strategy, industry structure, and industry rivalry are examples of local firm
characteristics. The local strategy has an impact on a company's competitiveness. A
healthy level of competition among local businesses will promote innovation and
competitiveness.
Porter’s theory, along with the other modern, firm-based theories, offers an interesting
interpretation of international trade trends. Nevertheless, they remain relatively new
and minimally tested theories.

1.11 MULTINATIONAL CORPORATION (MNC) OR MULTINATIONAL
ENTERPRISE (MNE) AND INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
A multinational corporation (MNC) operates in at least one country other than its home
country and has facilities and other assets there. A multinational corporation typically
has offices and/or factories in various countries, as well as a centralised headquarters
where worldwide management is coordinated. A multinational corporation (MNC) or
multinational enterprise (MNE) is a company that is registered in many countries and
operates in multiple countries. Foreign direct investment is when a corporation from
another country invests directly in a country. MNCs are key players in international
relations, and their corporate operations, especially foreign direct investments, help to
facilitate globalisation. They also try to sway countries' foreign policies so that they fit
with their own interests.
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MNCs are thought to be extremely advantageous to emerging countries in terms of
creating jobs and introducing new technology that benefit native businesses.
Furthermore, MNCs frequently receive government subsidies, which may be related to
local firm investment in the future. Lower costs, excellent development possibilities,
and, in many cases, unexplored natural resources lure multinational corporations from
all over the world to emerging countries. MNCs' products and services are sold in a
variety of nations, necessitating global management. Multinational corporations have a
high turnover rate, a large number of assets, and aggressive marketing. MNCs in India
include LTI, TCS, Tech Mahindra, Deloitte, and Cap Gemini, to name a few. Amazon,
Citigroup, Coca-Cola, and other companies are examples of this. Each of these
companies operates independently in each country, with its own set of offices, workers,
and so on. One of the many advantages of being a worldwide corporation is the ability
to customise. Apple, Amazon, Microsoft, Dell, and other global giants are only a few
examples. Every multinational corporation has offices and workshops in many
countries, as well as a centralised headquarters where worldwide management is
coordinated. Multinational corporations can open offices in a variety of nations where
there is a great demand for their services and products and cheaper labor is available.
Multinationals can benefit from cheaper taxes on exports and imports in other
countries, which owners of multinational firms can take advantage of at any time.
Role of MNCs in international business
A global firm also contributes to the country's technological advancement. They bring fresh
technology developments and inventions to the host country. They assist underdeveloped
countries in modernizing their industries. MNCs help lessen the reliance of host countries on
imports as well as have access to a larger pool of labour. The company can hire experts from all
across the world. Having a larger talent pool allows a company to hire better managers and
inventors, which can help the company thrive. Multinational corporations form joint ventures
with foreign companies to either jointly create their products with local companies in other
countries or sell their products in other markets. Furthermore, multinational firms are
responsible for the transmission of sophisticated high technology to underdeveloped countries.
The most significant question about multinational corporations is why they exist in the first
place. Multinational corporations exist as a result of their high efficiency. Internalizing certain
tasks rather than contracting them out to other enterprises allows them to be more efficient in
the production and delivery of goods and services.
Managing a company entails deciding which manufacturing and distribution tasks it will handle
in-house and which it will outsource to other companies and individuals. In addition to this
fundamental issue, a large corporation may elect to establish and run business units in other
nations in order to take advantage of geographic advantages. For example, it has been
discovered that major American and European corporations put up production units in Middle
Eastern countries to explore and refine oil because oil is found there. Similarly, international
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corporations establish production units in underdeveloped countries to take advantage of lower
labour costs and lax environmental regulations.

Models of MNCs
The various models of multinational corporations are as follows:
 Centralized: Companies that use the centralised model establish an executive
headquarters in their native nation before establishing manufacturing plants and
production facilities in other countries. The ability to bypass taxes and import
limitations, as well as cheaper production costs, is its most significant
advantage.
 Regional: According to the regionalized model, a company's headquarters are
located in one country, and it oversees a collection of offices in other countries.
The regionalized model, unlike the centralised model, includes subsidiaries and
affiliates that all report to the corporate headquarters.
 Multinational: A multinational model is one in which a parent firm works in its
native country and establishes subsidiaries in other countries. The distinction is
that the subsidiaries and affiliates operate in a more autonomous manner.

1.12

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS (MCQs)

1. The gains from international trade depend on the
1. Differences in cost rations in the two trading countries
2. Terms of trade
3. Size of the country
Select the correct answer using the codes given below:
a) 2 and 3 only b) 1 and 2 only c) 1 and 3 only d) 1, 2, and 3 (Correct Answer)
2. Which one among the following is the correct descending sequence of India’s
import of commodities in terms of value?
a) Precious metals and stones – Electronic goods – Capital goods – Fertilizers
(Correct Answer)
b) Fertilizers – Precious metals and stones – Electronic goods – Capital goods
c) Capital goods – Electronic goods – Precious metals and stones – Fertilizers
d) Electronic goods – Capital goods – Fertilizers – Precious metals and stones
3. Which of the following is not an objective of export promotion capital goods
scheme?
a) Promote import of capital goods to enhance export
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b) Promote exports from India
c) Reduce the customs duty collection from manufacturers(Correct Answer)
d) Infuse high technology capital equipment in the manufacturing sector

4. Which one of the following continents accounts for the maximum share in exports
from India?
a) Asia (Correct Answer) b) Europe c) Africa d) North America
5. Which among the following products is usually not exported from India?
a) Wheat b) Rice c) Sugar d) Pulses (Correct Answer)
6. Brent index is associated with
a) Crude oil prices (Correct Answer) b) Copper future prices c) Gold future prices d)
shipping rate index
Answer: a
7. Exporting in international market is very _________due to high competition.
a. Easy b. Challenging (Correct Answer) c. Casual d. None of these
8. _____ is an identity of the product.
a. Product warranty b. Promotion c. Brand (Correct Answer) d. packing
9. ______ contains information about the contents of the product.
a. Pricing b. Branding c. Label (Correct Answer) d. Packaging
10. Registered brand is known as ______.
a. Trademark (Correct Answer) b. Product c. Service d. None of these
11. Marketing includes _______.
a. Pricing b. Advertising c. Packaging d. All of these (Correct Answer)
12. Competition is _______ in export marketing.
a. Three faced (Correct Answer) b. Minimum c. Casual d. All of these
13. Product Life Cycle involves different _____ of journey of a product in the market.
a. Values b. Stages (Correct Answer) c. Volume d. Conditions
14. ______ is objective of export pricing.
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a. Market penetration b. Cost recovery c. Profit generation d. All of these (Correct
Answer)
15. INCO terms are series of ______sales terms for pricing the product.
a. Local b. Regional c. National d. Global (Correct Answer)
16. _____ means Carriage & Freight price quotation.
a. Loco b. Franco c. FOB d. C & F (Correct Answer)
17. _______ is highest price quotation in export marketing.
a. Franco (Correct Answer) b. LOCO c. FAS d. C & F
18. Insurance payment is _____ responsibility in FOB pricing.
a. Exporter’s b. Importer’s (Correct Answer) c. Both d. None of these
19. _______ quotation is cost insurance & freight.
a. LOCO b. CIF (Correct Answer) c. CF d. FOB
20. Which of the following is a part of capital account?
a. Private capital b. banking capital c. Official capital d. All the above (Correct
Answer)

1.13
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KEYWORDS
Levy : Impose (a tax, fee, or fine)
Pledging:
A solemn binding promise to do, give, or refrain from doing something
Depreciation: A reduction in the value of an asset over time, due in particular
to wear and tear.
Liquidity: The availability of liquid assets to a market or company.
Globalization: The process by which businesses or other organizations develop
international influence or start operating on an international scale.
Embargo: An order to temporarily stop something
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2.0

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After studying this unit, you will be able to
 The meaning, need and objective of Special Economic Zone
 Advantages and Disadvantages of SEZ
 Features and Objective of EOU
 Special Economic Zone in Indian Context
2.1

INTRODUCTION

The Special Economic Zone (SEZ) scheme is one of the export promotion strategies
which was launched on April 1, 2000, the Ministry of Commerce and Industry of the
Government of India with the goal of creating an internationally competitive and
hassle-free environment for earning foreign exchange, attracting Foreign Direct
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Investment (FDI), creating jobs, facilitating technology transfer, increasing goods and
service exports, and developing skilled manpower in India.
2.2

SEZ: MEANING & DEFINITION

"SEZ" refers to a Special Economic Zone that is deemed to be a territory outside of
India's customs territory for the purposes of conducting approved operations under
section 53(1) of the Special Economic Zone Act, 2005. "Special Economic Zone"
means each Special Economic Zone notified under the proviso to sub-section (4) of
section 3 and sub-section (1) of section 4 (including the Free Trade and Warehousing
Zone) and includes an existing Special Economic Zone, according to section 2(za). A
special economic zone (SEZ) is a part of the country that operates under different
business and trade laws than the rest of the country. Within a country's borders, SEZs
are restricted regions. Among their objectives are a better trade balance, improved
employment, increased investment, job creation, and efficient administration. Financial
policies are in place to attract enterprises to locate in the zone. Investing, taxing,
commerce, quotas, customs, and labour restrictions are all examples of policies.
Companies may also be offered tax vacations, in which they are allowed a period of
cheaper taxation after establishing themselves in a zone. A company's benefits from
being in a special economic zone may include the ability to produce and trade items at a
lower cost, allowing it to compete globally. For the purposes of trade operations, duties,
and tariffs, the SEZ Scheme is explicitly regarded as a foreign country and a duty-free
enclave. Exports of products and services from the Domestic Tariff Area (DTA) into
the SEZ are treated as exports, whilst imports of goods and services into the DTA are
treated as imports.
History:
The first Export Processing Zone (EPZ) in India was established in Kandla in 1965,
becoming the Indian Special Economic Zone. Because the economic reforms
implemented in the early 1990s did not result in the overall growth of the Indian
economy, the Special Economic Zone was established. Economic reforms implemented
in the 1990s did not yield the expected benefits. During the second half of the 1990s,
the Indian manufacturing sector experienced a sharp slowdown in overall growth.
According to the history of SEZs in India, red tape, complex administrative procedures,
rigid labour regulations, and insufficient physical infrastructure facilities were the key
reasons for the decline in FDI influx into the country. Furthermore, the Indian financial
markets were not yet sophisticated enough to allow for the simple admission of Foreign
Institutional Investors (FIIs) into the Indian economy. Furthermore, the Indian
economy's legislative framework was insufficient to prevent foreign investors from
abusing Indian markets. Despite the central government's liberal economic policies, the
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lack of an investor-friendly climate in India hampered the expansion of the Indian
industry. As a result, they formed a considerably larger and more efficient version of
their predecessors, complete with world-class infrastructure. In April 2000, the Special
Economic Zone (SEZ) Policy was introduced. As a result, they formed a considerably
larger and more efficient version of their predecessors, complete with world-class
infrastructure. On the 10th of February 2006, the SEZ Act of 2005 and the SEZ Rules
went into effect.
2.3

NEEDS FOR SEZ

The main goal was to increase foreign investment and create a competitive and hasslefree environment for exports on a global scale. The goal was to boost exports from the
country while also recognising the importance of providing a level playing field for
domestic businesses and manufacturers in order for them to compete globally. SEZs
were created to entice foreign investors to invest in India. SEZs are equipped with
world-class amenities such as water, power, roads, transportation, and storage, among
other things. This foreign investment will aid our country's economic progress. SEZs
are critical to a country's rapid economic development. It aided China in the early
1990s, and there were expectations (although not very high ones) that the formation of
similar export-processing zones in India could give similar benefits — provided, of
course, that the zones offered appealing enough concessions.
2.4

OBJECTIVES OF SEZ






The creation of job opportunities
Infrastructure facilities development
Creation of new economic activity
Promotion of products and service exports
Encouragement of domestic and international investment

2.5
PROCEDURE FOR SUBMITTING A PROPOSAL TO ESTABLISH A
SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONE:
A Special Economic Zone unit may be established by any commercial, public, or joint
sector company, as well as the Central Government, State Governments, or any
individual, for the manufacture of goods or the provision of services, or both. An SEZ
developer may also establish a business to oversee the development, management, and
maintenance of the SEZ. The Board may approve the Developer to carry out any
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operations that the Central Government may authorise in a Special Economic Zone
after the deadline has passed.
Statutory provisions for the functioning of the SEZ:
Initially, the regulations of the Customs Act, 1962, the old Central Excise Act, 1944,
the Finance Act, 1994, and the rules enacted there under covered SEZ units and
developers. The Special Economic Zone Act, 2005, and the Special Economic Zone
Rules, 2006, were enacted by the Indian government's Ministry of Commerce and
Industries. Both the SEZ Act and the SEZ Rules went into force on October 2, 2006. As
a result, SEZs are currently governed under the SEZ Act of 2005 and the SEZ Rules of
2006.
Exemption from taxes, duties, or cess:
Any goods or services exported out of, imported into, or procured from the Domestic
Tariff Area by - a unit in a Special Economic Zone; or a Developer, shall be exempt
from payment of taxes, duties, or cess under all enactments specified in the First
Schedule, subject to such terms, conditions, and limitations as may be prescribed.
SEZ / Developer administrative structure:
In India, SEZ operations are overseen by three levels of authorities: the Board of
Approval, the Development Commissioner, and the Approval Committee.
The Constitution of the Board of Approval:
The SEZ Law establishes that the central government, by notification, establish a
committee known as the Approval Committee, which consists of:
1. (a) an official of the ministry or department of the central government that deals with
trade that is not rank of additional secretary to the President of the Government of
India, ex officio.
(b) two civil servants not below the rank of Co-Secretary of the Government of India
who will be appointed by the central government to represent the Ministry of Finance
or the central government department - ex officio members.
(c) One person from the Office of the Co-Secretary of the Government of India
appointed by the central government of the central government ministry or department
for economic affairs (financial services) Members, ex officio;
(d) 10 officers, not below the rank of Joint Secretary to the Government of India, to be
nominated by the Central Government to represent the Central Government Ministries'.
e) An ex officio member nominated by the State Government concerned.
f) Ex officio, the Director-General of Foreign Trade, or his nominee.
g) The Development Commissioner in question, who is an ex officio member.
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(h) a member, ex officio, of the Indian Institute of Management, a society registered
under the Societies Registration Act, 1860, or the Indian Institute of Foreign Trade, a
society registered under the Societies Registration Act, 1860, as the case may be.
(i) an official who is not below the rank of Under Secretary of the Government of India
for Special Economic Zones in any ministry or department of the central government
for trade, to be appointed by the central government, that of the person mentioned in the
clauses (b) through the (d) of this designated subsection, the Co-Secretary may
authorize any other official to attend the meeting of the Board of Directors if they
cannot attend.
(2) The ex officio mandate of a member ends when he ceases to hold the position for
which he was appointed.
(3) For the purpose of carrying out its duties, the Board may appoint as members as
many people as it sees fit who have special expertise and practical experience in
subjects relating to or important to Special Economic Zones activity.
(4) The Board may convene at any time and place it chooses, and it has the authority to
control its own procedure.
(5) A quorum of one-third of the Board's total members constitutes a quorum, and all
Board actions must be taken by consensus of the members present.
(6) No act or procedure of the board of directors may be questioned solely due to the
presence of a vacancy or an error in the statutes of the board of directors.
(7) The signature of the Member-Secretary, or any other Member allowed by the Board
in this capacity, must be required to authenticate all orders and decisions of the Board,
as well as any other instruments issued by it.
Board's responsibilities, powers, and functions include:
The SEZ Act specifies that the Board's duties, powers, and tasks include:
1.(a) Granting of approvals or rejection or modification of proposals for the
establishment of special economic zones.
b) The developer's permission of authorized operations to be carried out in the Special
Economic Zones.
(c) Granting approval to Developers or Units for foreign collaborations and foreign
direct investments (including investments by a person resident outside India) in the
Special Economic Zone for its development, operation, and maintenance (that are not
developers or entities exempt from the requirement of approval of the law or the
central government).
d) Approving, rejecting, or altering proposals for infrastructure projects in a Special
Economic Zone.
e) granting a license to an industrial undertaking referred to in clause (d) of section 3 of
the Industries (Development and Regulation) Act, 1951, notwithstanding anything
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contained in that Act, if such undertaking is established, in whole or in part, or
proposed to be established, in a Special Economic Zone.
(f) The suspension of a developer's letter of authorization and the appointment of an
Administrator.
(g) Disposing of appeals preferred
(h) Disposing of appeals
(i) Performing such other functions as may be assigned to it by the Central
Government.
(2) The Board may decide by notification whether a particular activity constitutes
manufacture as defined in clause (r) of clause 2 if required for the purposes of this Act
or any other law relating to Special Economic Zones currently in force, and such
decision shall be binding on all Ministries and Departments of the Central Government.
(3) For the effective and correct fulfilment of the Board's tasks, the Board may delegate
such powers and functions to one or more Development Commissioners.
(4) Without prejudice to the previous provisions of this Act, the Board shall be bound
by such policy directives as the Central Government may give it in writing from time to
time in exercising its powers or performing its tasks under this Act.
(5) The Central Government's decision on whether or not a question is one of the
policies is definitive.
Other powers:
The SEZ Act gives the Board the authority to suspend a letter of approval under
specific circumstances. If the Board suspends a letter of approval, the developer will be
notified and date will be set for the suspension to take effect. The board of directors
accepts requests to transfer the developer approval letter. After the selection of a
person, the board of directors can direct the developer by written notice to the
developer to transfer their approval letter to a SEZ. The Board may provide directions
or devise schemes for the operation of the Special Economic Zone in order to boost
exports, defend the interests of Units, or in the public interest.
2.6

ADVANTAGES OF SEZ
 A 15-year corporate tax exemption on export earnings: 100% for the first five
years, 50% for the next five years, and up to 50% for the last five years,
comparable to reinvested earnings.
 A licence is not required for imports made in SEZ units.
 Import of capital goods, raw materials, consumables, spare parts, and other
products is duty-free.
 If the items are used to carry out permitted activities, they are exempt from
paying Central Sales Tax on the sale or purchase of the commodities.
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 Because SEZ units are considered "public utility services," no strikes would be
permitted unless the employer was given six weeks' notice, in addition to the
other provisions of the 1947 Industrial Disputes Act.
 There is a large quantity of technically skilled and semi-skilled labour available.
 Public transportation, local trains, and taxis are all easily accessible.
 Simplicity of procedures and self-certification in labour laws.
 Complete permission to provide exclusively commercial services within the
zone, such as water, power, security, restaurants, recreational activities, and
other facilities.
 An environment devoid of pollutants, with a well-functioning drainage and
sewage system.
2.7

DISADVANTAGES OF SEZ
Revenue loss for the government—In general, the government receives a large
tax from industries. However, because the government provides tax breaks to
businesses, it loses the majority of the money. As a result, the government must
impose additional burdens on the average citizen. If it is not correctly drawn
out, the government may not be able to fulfil its mandate. Even when the
government fails to provide subsidies, the poor and middle classes bear the
brunt of the consequences. As a result, there is an accusation that the
government is favoring the wealthy.
Land grabbing: Under the guise of development, the land is taken from poor and
middle-class individuals. In general, the land is an asset to these people, and
they spend their entire lives investing in it. The government, on the other hand,
evacuates individuals with its simple G.O. This is why people are migrating in
such large numbers in so many states.
Regional disparity—those who live near SEZs have access to good facilities and
infrastructure. As a result, there is a discrepancy between locations. Tensions
may exist, similar to nascent state movements.
Loss of agricultural land- As a result of land grabbing, fertile agricultural fields
is often stolen to make way for industries. This not only puts agriculture in
jeopardy, but it also raises the possibility of a food crisis in the near future.
Compensation issues: The government pays compensation. However, it does not
compensate for the loss suffered. People must give over their lands to private
individuals, which they have acquired through years of hard effort. Agriculture
land loss owing to SEZs is more troublesome in terms of land issues, as the
farmer loses both his livelihood and his asset.
Deindustrialization- SEZs attract many industrialists from across India, who are
attracted by the tax benefits. This process allows for the deindustrialization of
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existing areas and the beginning of migration. This isn't a promising sign. There
should be equal development.
2.8

CLASSIFICATIONS OF SEZ

a) Sector-Specific SEZs; ten hectares or more, manufactures one or more commodities
in a specific sector, such as gems and jewellery, electrical devices, or software.
b) Multi-Product SEZ: Produce a wide range of goods or deliver a wide range of
services in one or many industries. And at least 1000 hectares of land have been
utilised.
c) Special Economic Zone (SEZ) at a port or airport; A SEZ in an existing port or
airport for the manufacturing of items that fall into two or more sectors, such as trading
and warehousing. At least 40 hectares of land have been exploited.
SEZ'S IMPACT ON THE INDIAN ECONOMY:
1. Create a competitive atmosphere on a global scale;
2. Support FDI and GDP;
3. Add to global export allocate;
4. Create job opportunities;
5. Boost infrastructure development;

2.9

SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONES IN INDIA

India was one of the first countries in Asia to identify the effectiveness of the Export
Processing Zone (EPZ) model in promoting exports. With the goal of overcoming the
challenges of many controls and clearances, a lack of world-class infrastructure, and an
unpredictable fiscal system, as well as attracting new business. To deal with matters
under Central/State enactments, the SEZ Policy provides for simplified procedures and
a single-window clearance mechanism. There are varied minimum land requirements
for different types of SEZs for developers. Every SEZ is separated into two areas: a
processing area, where only SEZ units will be built, and a non-processing region, where
supporting infrastructure will be built.
The following are the key aspects of the SEZ Policy:
Simplified procedures for developing, operating, and maintaining SEZs, as well
as for establishing units and conducting business in SEZs;
Single-window clearance for establishing SEZs;
Single-window clearance for establishing units in SEZs;
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Single-window clearance on matters involving the Central and State
Governments; and
Simplified compliance procedures and documentation, with a focus on selfcertification.
ADMINISTRATIVE SET-UP
The administrative set-up for functioning of SEZs is as under:
.
Board of Approval
↓
Zonal Development Commissioner(s)
↓
Unit Approval Committee(s)
↓
Development Commissioner(s)
The Board of Approval (BoA), which is led by the Secretary, Department of
Commerce, Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Government of India, is the highest
authority. At the Zonal level, the Unit Approval Committee (UAC) oversees the
approval of units in SEZs as well as other relevant concerns. A Development
Commissioner oversees each SEZ and also serves as the UAC's ex officio chairperson.
Units may be established in a SEZ when it has been approved by the BOA and the area
of the SEZ has been notified by the Central Government. The UAC, which consists of
the Development Commissioner, Customs Authorities, and State Government officials,
approves all bids for the establishment of units in the SEZ at the Zonal level.
2.10

INCENTIVES FOR SETTING UP IN AN INDIAN SEZ

The following are some of the benefits of establishing a sourcing or manufacturing base
within an Indian SEZ:
100 percent income tax exemption on export income for the first five years, 50
percent for the next five years, and 50 percent of the export profit reinvested in
the business for the next five years (Sunset Clause for Units will take effect on
April 1, 2020);
Duty-free import and domestic procurement of goods for the development,
operation, and maintenance of your company/SEZ unit;
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Exemption from the goods and services tax (GST) as well as state-imposed
taxes (supply to SEZs are zero-rated under the IGST Act, 2017, which means
they are not taxed);
Exemption from the Minimum Alternate Tax (MAT);
Clearances for all state and federal government approvals through a single
window;
Presence of customs officers in SEZs to facilitate and expedite trade
operations; and
Some governments additionally grant land to SEZ developers at
concessional prices to stimulate industries in conformity with the state's
prevailing Industrial Policy.
DEVELOPING AN SEZ IN INDIA
Developers can apply to the Indian Board of Approval to create a special economic
zone (SEZ) where one does not currently exist. Companies, cooperative societies,
individuals, and partnership firms can all apply by completing the Form-A, which is
available on the Commerce Department's Special Economic Zones website. The form's
needed information ranges from the applicant's name, address, and personal
information to more detailed facts about the proposal, such as the sort of property it will
be built on and how it will be funded.
The type of SEZ will be determined by the quantity of land required by the proposal.
The following are examples of the various types:
Multi-sector SEZ (needs a minimum of 1000 hectares of land);
Sector-specific SEZ (needs a minimum of 100 hectares);
Free Trade and Warehousing Zone (FTWZ) (needs a minimum of 40 hectares);
and
IT/ITeS/handicrafts/biotechnology/non-conventional energy/gems and jewellery
SEZ (needs a minimum of 40 hectares (requiring a minimum of 10 hectares).
INCENTIVES AND FACILITIES AVAILABLE TO DEVELOPERS INCLUDE:
Exemption from customs/excise duties for the construction of SEZs for
authorised operations approved by the BOA are among the incentives and
facilities accessible to developers.
Income tax exemption under Section 80-IAB of the Income Tax Act for income
received from the SEZ development activity for a period of 10 years in 15 years.
(As of April 1, 2017, the Sunset Clause for Developers is in effect.)
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India has a few SEZs in operation:
• Andheri (East) SEEPZ, Mumbai
• Mumbai's Khopata Multi-Product
• Navi Mumbai is a multi-product company based in Mumbai.
• West Bengal's Salt Lake Electronic City
• West Bengal's Manikanchan-Jems and Jewelery
• M/S. Apiic Ltd., Naidupeta, Nellore
• SricityPvt. Ltd., Chittoor
• Rajiv Gandhi Technology Park, Phase-1 Chandigarh
2.11

EXPORT ORIENTED UNITS

In 1981, the Indian government implemented the 100-percent export-oriented unit
scheme. The EOU program was developed by the Indian government's Ministry of
Commerce and Industry and is found in Chapter 6 of the Foreign Trade Policy. EOUs,
EHTPs, STPs, and BPTs are some of the export promotion programs available in India.
These Units have committed to exporting their whole output of goods and services
(except permissible sales in DTA). Units may be established under the Export Oriented
Unit (EOU) Scheme, Electronics Hardware Technology Park (EHTP) Scheme,
Software Technology Park (STP) Scheme, or Bio-Technology Park (BTP) Scheme for
the manufacture of goods, including repair, reconditioning, re-engineering, rendering of
services, software development, agriculture including agro-processing, aquaculture,
animal husbandry, biotechnology, floriculture, horticulture, and pisciculture. These
insurance plans do not cover trading units. Except for products prohibited by ITC, EOU
units can export all goods and services (HS). The ITC's standards apply to the export of
unique chemicals, organisms, materials, equipment, and technologies (HS). Trading
units is not authorised under the EOU model.
Definition of EOU:
Under the Foreign Trade Policy (FTP), Export Oriented Units (EOUs) are defined as
units that undertake to export their entire production of goods and services except
permissible sales in Domestic Tariff Area (DTA) for agriculture, comprising agroprocessing, aquaculture, animal husbandry, biotechnology, floriculture, and
horticulture, as well as repair, re-making, reconditioning, re-engineering, delivery of
services, and software creation.
Meaning of Export Oriented Unit (EOU):
Any industrial unit that undertakes to sell overseas their manufacture of goods and is
approved as such by the Development Commissioner of the concerned Export
Processing Zone or any other competent authority duly authorized for the purpose by
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the Ministry of Industry, Government of India, is considered an export-oriented unit.
Under the Export Oriented Unit (EOU) Scheme, Electronic Hardware Technology Park
(EHTP) Scheme, or Software Technology Park (STP) Scheme for the manufacture of
goods, including repair, re-making, reconditioning, re-engineering, and service
rendering, units committing to exporting their entire production of goods and services,
with the exception of permissible sales in the DTA, as defined by this Policy, may be
established. Trading units, on the other hand, is not permitted.
Export and Import of Goods:
Except for products forbidden by ITC, an EOU/EHTP/STP unit may export all goods
and services (HS). The export of SCOMET (Special Chemicals, Organisms, Materials,
Equipment, and Technologies) is subject to the fulfilment of the ITC's criteria (HS). An
EOU/EHTP/STP unit may import duty-free any sorts of goods, including capital goods,
as described in the Policy, that are required for the above-mentioned activities or in
connection with them, provided they do not have any prohibited imports in the ITC
(HS). The units will also be able to import products, including capital goods that are
essential for the approved operation for free or on loan from clients. STP/EHTP/EOU
may import/procure duty-free items from DTA in order to establish a central facility for
use by STP/EHTP/software EOU's development units. Units within the DTA can also
use the central facility for software development to export software.
An EOU engaged in agriculture, animal husbandry, aquaculture, floriculture,
horticulture, Pesci culture, viticulture, poultry, or sericulture may import/procure all
types of goods, without payment of duty, required by it for its activities or in
connection therewith as available to other EOUs. However, such units may be
permitted to take only specified goods for use outside the bonded area. EOU gem and
jewellery units may also source gold/silver/platinum through the nominated agencies.
The EOU/EHTP/STP unit, other than service units, may also export to the Russian
Federation in Indian Rupees against repayment of State Credit/Escrow Rupee Account
of the buyer subject to RBI clearance if any.
2.12

FEATURES OF EOU

a) No licence required for import (except restricted items)
b) Exemption from Central Excise Duty in procurement of capital goods, raw
materials, consumables, spares, packing material etc from the domestic market.
c) Exemption from Customs duty on import of capital goods, raw materials,
consumables, spares, packing material etc.
d) Reimbursement of Central Sales Tax (CST) paid on domestic purchases (but no
local tax).
e) Supplies from Domestic Tariff Area (DTA) to EOU treated as deemed exports.
f) 100% Foreign direct investment permissible.
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g) Exchange earners foreign currency (EEFC) Account.
h) Facility to retain 100% foreign exchange proceeds in EEFC account. Facility to
realize & repatriate export proceeds within 12 months.
i) Re-export of imported goods found defective for repair/replacement, testing/
calibration, and return.
j) Access to domestic market up to 50% FOB value of export on payment of
concessional rate of duty.
k) Job works on behalf of domestic exporters for direct export allowed.
l) Conversion of existing Domestic Tariff Area (DTA) unit into an EOU
permitted.
m) New EOUs get Corporate Income Tax concessions till 2009.
n) Even second-hand plant & machinery can be imported.
o) Can procure duty-free inputs for supply of manufactured goods to advance
licence holders.
p) EOUs get up to 5 years for utilization of imported capital goods, and up to 3
years for other items.
2.13

NEED AND OBJECTIVE OF EOU

Needs of EOU:
a) Arms and ammunition, defence aircrafts and warships
b) Explosives and allied items of defence equipment and atomic substances
c) Hazardous chemical substances
d) Cigarettes and manufactured tobacco substitutes
e) Alcoholic drinks
Objectives of EOU:
a) Boosting exports  Earning foreign exchange
b) Attracting foreign investment
c) Generating employment
d) Backward and forward linkage by way of sourcing of raw material from and
supply of finished goods to DTA.
e) Attracting latest technology to the country
f) Upgrading the skills and creating source of skilled man- power
g) Development of backward area.
EOU basically function under the administrative control of the Development
Commissioner of SEZ:
a) MINIMUM INVESTMENT CRITERION: The project must have a
minimum investment ofRs.1 crore in plant and machinery. This condition
doesn’t apply to STP, EHTP, BTP.Further, EOU involved in handicrafts,
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b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

agriculture, animal husbandry, handmadejewellery, etc. does not have any
minimum investment criterion.
EOUs Obligations: The EOUs are required to achieve the minimum NFEP
andminimum EP as per the provisions of EXIM policy which vary from time to
time andsector to sector.
Location: EOUs can be set anywhere in the country, but where the population
ismore than one million such as Bangalore, it should be set at least 25 km away
fromthe Standard Urban Area limits of that city, unless it is to be in an
areadesignated as an “Industrial Area”.
Bonding period of EOU: As per the EXIM Policy, the period of bonding
isinitially for five years which is extendable to another five years bythe DC or
on request by EOU unit by Commissioner/Chief Commissionerof Customs.
Obtaining EOU status: A Letter of Permission (LOP) is given by DC to setup
EOU or for conversion of existing DTA unit into an EOU which have aninitial
validity of 2 years and could also get an extension for a period ofup to one year.
Exit from EOU scheme: An EOU may opt out of scheme with theapproval of
DC. In case the unit has not achieved obligations, it shall betaxable to a penalty
of Excise and Custom Duties and industrial policy inforce at the time of exit.

Advantages of EOU:
a) An EOU unit may import, duty-free, all sorts of products, including capital
goods that it requires for its operations, as long as they are not restricted imports
under the ITC (HS).
b) It can procure from DTA, without payment of central excise duty, specified
goods forcreating central facility for use by software development units.
c) EOUs are eligible for reimbursement of GST.
d) EOUs are eligible for reimbursement of duty paid on fuels procured from
domestic oilcompanies.
e) EOUs are eligible for claiming Input tax credit on the goods or services and
refund thereof.
f) Exemption from industrial licensing for the manufacture of items reserved for
SSI sector.
g) Supplies by DTA manufacturer are eligible for deemed export benefits which
includerefund of excise duty- and duty-free imports to the DTA supplier.
h) Full reimbursement of central sales tax on goods purchased from DTA for
manufacture ofgoods for exports.
i) Import and export of goods including precious goods permitted through
personalcarriage and foreign post office.
j) FDI up to 100% permitted as per the guidelines of Dept. of Industrial Policy
andPromotion.
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k) Software units are permitted to use computer systems for the purpose of training
(including commercial training).
l) EOUs are allowed to install one fax machine and two computers outside the
bondedarea of unit.
Disadvantages of EOU:
a) No income tax exemption available to EOUs.
b) EOUs are not exempted from payment of service tax, however CENVAT credit
is allowed for service tax paid.
Basic requirements for setting up an EOU:
a) Planning your venture
i.
Is it on your own?
ii.
With foreign participation and nature of participation (foreign
investment allowed 100%)
b) What product do you intend to manufacture?
i.
Product/By-product
ii.
Does it require clearance from Central/State Government authorities?
iii. Is it an SSI Unit? If so, registration is required as an SSI.
c) Technology to be used
i.
Indigenous / foreign.
ii.
Related costs and conditions.
d) Feasibility report
i.
On your own or with help of consultant.
e) The finances involved
i.
Land, structure, buildings etc (Please note, building construction
material is not exempted from duty).
Guidelines for monitoring the performance of EOU Units:
a) The annual review of performance of each operational unit and its compliance
with the conditions of approval shall be undertaken by the Development
Commissioner before the end of the first quarter of the following financial year.
b) A summary of annual performance review will be sent by each Development
Commissioner to the Ministry of Commerce for information under the three
formats indicated below latest by 30th September every year.
Proforma I: Comparative statement of performance and monitoring as
compared to previous year.
Proforma II: Summary of annual performance of the EOU units, sector – wise
with sectoral sub – totals.
Proforma III: Unit-wise statement on Net Foreign Exchange (NFE) showing
the result of review.
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2.14

SPECIAL SCHEMES FOR EXPORT PROMOTION IN INDIA

A new scheme called Remission of Tariffs and Taxes on Exported Products (RoDTEP)
has been established to reimburse embedded duties on export items. The SEIS Scheme,
also known as the Service Export from India Scheme, is a financial incentive offered by
the Ministry of Commerce through the Directorate General of Foreign Trade (DGFT) to
Indian service exporters. This incentive programme aims to boost India's service
exports.
Export Schemes in India
Export incentives are provided by the government to encourage exporters, who bring in
foreign cash, as well as pay them for costs paid when exporting. These incentives are in
keeping with the government's 'Aatmanirbhar' and 'make in India' policies, which aim
to achieve self-sufficiency and expand the reach of domestic goods. India's Foreign
Trade Policy (FTP) 2015-20 promotes the government's export incentives, which are
administered by the Directorate General of Foreign Trade (DGFT).
INDIA EXPORTS SCHEME
Merchandise Exports from India Scheme (MEIS)
The MEIS compensates exporters for inefficient infrastructure and associated costs.
Exporters are given incentives in the form of duty credit scrips, which are used to
reimburse losses on paid duties. All exporters, regardless of yearly turnover, are eligible
for a 2-5 percent incentive on the 'Free on Board' (FOB) value of their exports under the
MEIS. MEIS will be phased down in favour of the new Rebate of Duties and Taxes on
Exported Products (RoDTEP) scheme, which is WTO-compliant.
Rebate of Duties & Taxes on Exported Products (RoDTEP Scheme)
From December 2020, the RoDTEP system will gradually replace the previous MEIS.
The RoDTEP scheme aims to refund all hidden taxes, such as central and state taxes on
the fuel used for transportation of export products, duties levied on electricity used for
manufacturing, mandi tax levied by APMCs, toll tax & stamp duty on import-export
documentation, and others that were previously not refunded under any export
incentive scheme.
Service Exports from India Scheme (SEIS)
The 'Service Exports from India Scheme' (SEIS) is designed to incentivize traders who
export registered services. Service exports also come in foreign currency, which is why
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they are encouraged. Service exporters are given a 3-7 percent incentive on their net
foreign exchange revenues under the SEIS. To be eligible for a claim under the system,
service providers must have an active Import–Export Code (IEC Code) with a
minimum net foreign exchange earnings of US$ 15,000 per year.
2.15

DUTY EXEMPTION/REMISSION SCHEMES

Advance Authorisation Scheme (AAS)
The Advance Authorisation Scheme permits duty-free importation of raw materials
used in the production of export goods. It allows businesses to import raw materials
with no import charge if they are going to be used to make export products.
Duty Free Import Authorisation (DFIA Scheme)
The goal of this plan is the same as that of the Advance Authorisation Scheme: to
facilitate duty-free raw material imports. However, this system only applies once
exports have been finished, therefore duty-free imports will be permitted only when
exports have been completed.
Duty Drawback Scheme (DBK Scheme)
Exporters are compensated for customs and central excise charges imposed on
materials used in the manufacture of exported goods under the Duty Drawback Scheme
(DBK).
Differences between Special Economic Zones (SEZs) and Export Oriented Units
(EOUs):
Despite the fact that both EOUs and SEZs were created to enhance exports, there are
differences between the two. As long as it fits the scheme's standards, an EOU can be
founded anywhere in the country. An SEZ, on the other hand, is a specifically defined
area that is considered to be outside of Customs authority and hence foreign territory.
As a result, any sale from an SEZ to a DTA is considered an import for the DTA unit.
Furthermore, any supply from DTA to an SEZ is regarded as export. On the other hand,
supplies from DTA to the EOU are considered as deemed exports. Because SEZs are
clearly defined areas, physical movement of commodities to and from them is tightly
controlled, but this is not the case with EOUs. In terms of the fiscal treatment, SEZs are
zero rates and hence exempt from payment of GST while in the case of EOUs, the
principle of refund of GST paid is applicable. Units are to be located within specified
zones in respect to SEZ, whereas for EOU units, they can be set up at any prescribed
places as declared.
a) No minimum investment limit for SEZ, whereas for EOU minimum investment
limit is Rs. 100 lakhs as on date of commercial production.
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b) Supplies from SEZ to DTA is normal, where as for EOU sales within India on
payment of excise duty/ customs duty of similar goods is payable and
sometimes as a % of normal customs duty.
c) In respect to sales (SEZ) no limit, except to have positive net foreign exchange
(NFE), (EOU) sale up to 50% (FOB on sales of previous year) in DTA and has
to fulfil positive net foreign exchange.
d) Physical exit is necessary in case of de-bonding as SEZ, for EOU unit can exit
(de-bond) with permission of development commissioner, on payment of
applicable duties.
e) SEZ supplier need not pay CST or service tax, EOU has to pay CST or service
tax but eligible for refund.
Major sectors in EOUs:
EOU can engage in manufacturing, services, development of software, repair,
remaking, reconditioning, re- engineering which includes:
 Granite
 Textiles/ garments
 Food processing
 Chemicals
 Computer software
 Pharmaceuticals
 Gem and jewellery
 Engineering goods
 Electrical goods
 Agriculture, agro-processing, aquaculture, animal husbandry, floriculture,
horticulture, biotechnology, pisciculture, viticulture, poultry, sericulture.
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2.16

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTION (MCQ) WITH ANSWER

1.

Which was the first EPZ of Asia?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Kandla (Correct Answer)
Kolkata
Chennai
Kochi

2.
a.
b.
c.
d.

How many Central Government SEZ are there in the country?
7 (Correct Answer)
6
5
11

3.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Which of the following is one of the Central Government SEZ?
Falta
Kochi
Noida
Chittoor (Correct Answer)

4.
a.
b.
c.
d.
5.
a.
b.
c.
d.

How many State SEZ prior to SEZ Act 2005, are there in India?
11 (Correct Answer)
15
7
21
Which state has the maximum number of SEZ?
Telangana (Correct Answer)
Tamil Nadu
Karnataka
Uttar Pradesh

6. Which of the following statements is true about SEZ?
i) There is duty free import of raw materials for production
ii) 100% IT exemption on export income is given for first 5 years in SEZ units
a.
Only i
b.
Only ii
c.
Both i and ii (Correct Answer)
d.
None of the above
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7. Which of the following are one of the objectives of SEZ?
a.
Generation of economic activity
b.
Promotion of export of services
c.
Investment from Foreign sources
d.
All of the above (Correct Answer)
8. Which committee was constituted by the Ministry of Commerce to study the
existing SEZ policy?
a.
Baba Kalyani committee (Correct Answer)
b.
Panchi committee
c.
Ranganathan Committee
d.
None of the above
9. About 64% of the SEZs are located in five states of India. Which of the
following is not one of them?
a.
Tamil Nadu
b.
Andhra Pradesh
c.
Maharashtra
d.
Madhya Pradesh (Correct Answer)
10. Expand EOUs
(a) Essential Operating units
(b) Export Order Units
(c) Export Oriented units (Correct Answer)
(d) Essential order units
11. Any industry located in a rural area which produces any goods, renders any
service with or without the use of power is known as ________
(a) City Industry
(b) Town Industry
(c) Village Industry (Correct Answer)
(d) District Industry
12. The small scale industry can enjoy the status of _______ unit if it exports more
than 50% of its production.
(a) Domestic unit
(b) Export Oriented units (Correct Answer)
(c) Small scale unit
(d) Import oriented units
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13 Which of the following comes under the Modern Small Industries?
(a) Coir
(b) Handicrafts
(c) Khadi
(d) Powerlooms (Correct Answer)
14.FTP means
a. Foreign Travel Policy
b. Foreign Transfer Policy
c. Foreign Trade Policy (Correct Answer)
d. Foreign Tariff Policy
15. What is the name of the mobile app specially developed for SEZs?
a. SEZ India (Correct Answer)
b. SEZ Asia
c. SEZ Bharat
d. SEZ Hindustan
16. When did The Special Economic Zone Act 2005, come into force?
a) 01 April 2005
b) 10 February 2006 (Correct Answer)
c) 01 May 2005
d) 23 April 2006
17. Section 12 of The Special Economic Zone Act 2005 deals with_______?
a. Functions of Development Commissioner (Correct Answer)
b. Setting up of Unit
c. Exemption from taxes, duties, or cess.
d Agency to inspect
18. Economic Survey is published by _________.
a. Planning Commission
b. Ministry of Finance (Correct Answer)
c. Government
d. United Nations
19. In which year Airport Authority of India was set up?
a. 1995 (Correct Answer)
b. 1990
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c. 1991
d. 1999
20. Which of the following is not a micro-economic variable?
a. Demand of a commodity
b. Supply of a commodity
c. Price rise of a commodity
d. Employment generated in a year in a country (Correct Answer)
2.17
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Subsidy: A sum of money granted by the state or a public body to help an
industry or business keep the price of a commodity or service low.
Influx: A flowing in
Concession: A thing that is granted, especially in response to demands.
Appeals: A request made to a court of law or to someone in authority to change
a previous decision Tariff: a tax or duty to be paid on a particular class of
imports or exports.
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UNIT 3

FINANCING OF FOREIGN TRADE AND PAYMENT TERMS

Structure
3.0
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
3.10

Learning Objectives
Introduction to Trade Finance
Classification of Trade Finance
Benefits of Trade Finance
Methods of Payment in Trade Finance
International Trade Transaction Settlement and Clearing System
Clearing System
Trade Finance Facility
Multiple Choice Questions
Keywords
Further Readings

3.0

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After studying this unit, you will be able to know
 The meaning and classification of trade finance
 Advantages and Disadvantages of Trade Finance
 Methods of Payment in Trade Finance
 About clearing system and settlement of transaction
3.1

INTRODUCTION

Trade finance can be considered as financing for international trade flows. International
trade finance exists to mitigate and manage the risks involved within international trade
transactions.
There are two role players in a trade transaction:
•
An exporter who requires payment for their consignment, and
•
An importer who wants to make sure they pay for the relevant quality and
quantity of commodities.
Trade finance helps to make import-export transactions possible for entities, varying
from small businesses importing goods from overseas, to multinational corporations
exporting or importing a large number of consignments around the globe each year.
Trade finance personifies financing for trade. It is specialist finance that can help a
company to grow and increase trade. Global trade finance helps businesses in releasing
working capital from domestic trade transactions. The export process is lengthy,
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cumbersome, and expensive and involves certain risks too. Moreover, payment terms
can be long and very hard to manage. Even after careful planning and financial
management, exporting commodities can place incredible strain on your business.
International trade finance thus becomes a key factor in the competition among various
businesses. The crucial importance of trade finance is it exists to mitigate, or we can
say to reduce the risks involved within the trade transactions. These risks can be
payment risks or corporate risks.
Trade finance is the financial assistance provided in the field of international trade and
commerce through the use of various financial products. A plethora of financial
products falls under the ambit of international trade finance, each of which is designed
to ease the conduct of business among importers and exporters around the world.
3.2

CLASSIFICATIONS OF TRADE FINANCE

Pre-Shipment Finance
After the confirmation of an order by the buyer, mostly through a Letter of Credit,
exporters often need working capital finance to fund wages, production cost, buying
raw materials, processing and converting into finished goods and packaging. The
finance required by an exporter, prior to the shipment of goods, is defined as preshipment finance. The banks grant pre-shipment credits under the concessional rates of
interest at 7.5 percent, and it can extend to a maximum period of six months. Preshipment finance is accessible by the exporters through receivable-backed financing,
inventory or warehouse financing and pre-payment financing.
A loan provided by a lender with the goods exported essentially considered as security
is called trade or import finance – wherein the lender can seize the goods in case of
default. While the lender's finances can cover up to 80% of the total value of the
products, factors such as the risk of exporting, the items being exported, and the lender
all influence the amount of the loan.
In the case of goods with little demand, lenders often shy off to finance since there are
higher risks – as during commercial losses the goods might not get re- sold. Inventory
or warehouse financing is often preferable since lenders might demand the exported
goods to be kept in a trusted location or public warehouse or borrower’s premises under
the control of a third party. It is also favorable for the borrowers for short-term working
capital or loans since they can use the inventory as collateral or flexible terms when
they have used up existing credit lines of bank overdraft facilities. Pre-payment
financing is the buyer taking out a loan specifically to pay the seller in advance of the
shipment of the goods. According to the borrowing contract, the buyer is liable to pay
the loan back to the bank soon after receiving the payment of the goods. While pre-
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payment financing ensures quick payment, the risk of losses in such finance is only
shared by the buyer and the lender.
Classifications of Pre-Shipment Finance: Extended Packing Credit Loan
It is a form of loan that is only available to exporters who have received a first-class
exporter rating from commercial banks based on their creditworthiness. It is mostly
issued for the purpose of making advance payments to suppliers in order to acquire
items for export. Clean advances are those that do not involve any documentary
evidence and are made for a brief period of time.
 Packing Credit Loan (Hypothecation)
It is basically provided to the exporters in order to acquire the raw materials, work-inprocess, or finished goods that are meant for exports. These goods are then treated as
security for sanctioning a loan. Under this facility, it is mandatory for the exporter to
provide a hypothecation deed in favor of the bank till the time the possession of goods
is in the hands of the exporter.
 Packing Credit Loan (Pledge)
This loan is given to those exporters who get the duty to acquire seasonal raw materials
or materials which are packed up in odd or brunched lots. The documentation
pertaining to raw materials are maintained safe at the bank until the exporter retains
control.
 Tenable Shipping Loan
After the products are handed over to the transporter or agent in charge of clearing and
forwarding the shipment, a secured shipping loan can be acquired. It is released in
exchange for a vehicle or railway receipt. It is only offered for a limited time, only until
the items are shipped to the port and all shipping and customs formalities have been
completed.
 Advances against Red Clause L/C
If the exporter wants to obtain packing credit then he must request the importer to open
the red clause L/C. The red clause L/C gives the authority or authorization to all the
local banks where they can grand advances to the exporters so that they can easily meet
their working capital requirements, and then only the processing is done. Such
advances are only guaranteed by the issuing bank.
 Advance against a Cheque or Draft
If an exporter has received direct payments from abroad by cheques or draughts, a bank
may give export credit at a reduced rate to exporters who have a good track record until
the realisation of the contents of the cheque or draloansft. The banks, on the other hand,
must ensure that the revenues are used to fulfill an export order.
 Providing Packaging Credit for Consultancy Services
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Exporters of consultation services are unconcerned about the physical transit of
products out of Indian customs jurisdiction. In such circumstances, the bank will
provide pre-shipment financing to allow the exporter to mobilise resources, such as
technical people and training.
 Using Credit Facility Racking to Deem Exports
Deemed exports made to support multilateral financing projects and programmes,
whose orders are secured by worldwide bids for which payments are made in three
different currencies, are also eligible for low-interest loans.
Pre-shipment finance is majorly beneficial in:
 Purchasing of raw materials to manufacture goods
 Storage of goods in the proper warehouse till shipment
 Payment for the packing, marketing, and labeling of goods
 Payment for pre-shipment inspection charges
 Purchase of heavy machinery and other capital goods from the domestic market
for the production of export goods
 Meeting expenses of processing goods
Post Shipment Finance
After the shipment of goods for meeting working capital requirement, if the financier
advances the payment, to gain enough liquidity between shipping the goods and
receiving payment, it refers to post-shipment finances. This form of export finance
works as a bridge between the dates of extending the credits after the shipment of goods
to the date of realization of the export proceeds. The rate of interest of the loan to postshipment finance is charged at 8.65 percent and is provided for a maximum period of
six months.
CLASSIFICATIONS POST-SHIPMENT FINANCE:
Export Bills Negotiated under L/C
If the exporter wants to get a documentary letter of credit and has already done the
procedure, i.e., submitting the required documents, as the UC mentions, to the bank, the
bank is then supposed to negotiate with the exporter and give him an equal amount of
post-shipment finance. We should keep in mind that this amount is only given to the
exporter when it is converted into liquid form.
Purchase/Discount of Export Bills
There are chances of the post-shipment finance to get increased either through
purchasing or giving a discount on the export bill. But this is only possible when the
export bills are not covered under credit letter. Before forwarding this opportunity to
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the exporter, the bank ensures that the exporter has all the details and knows the terms
of the export contract.
Advance against Bills sent for Collection
The post-shipment amount can also be given when the assistance available under
foreign bills purchased has exceeded the limit or when export bills that are drawn under
L/C create issues or when it is mandatory to do so in the particular line.
Advance against goods sent on Consignment Basis
When goods are exported on the basis of agreement, post-ship finance is received only
after the goods are sold. In this case, the exporter’s bank of the other country has to
deliver documents against the Trust receipt, and then only the post-shipment advance is
adjusted.
Advance against Duty Drawback
The Government also plays a role here by providing incentives to the exporters for
example the duty drawback (DBK), these incentives are only provided to the exporters
when the shipment of goods and receipts takes a step further. Banks offer incentives for
both pre-shipment and post-shipment.
Advance against Undrawn Balances
In some export markets, exporters do riot draw bills so that they get the full GST value
of the goods yet they leave a little amount undrawn which is used further for
adjustments so that differences can be seen in rates, weight quality, etc. Though these
differences get adjusted once the goods are approved. Banks offer post-shipment
finance for these balances.
Advance against Retention Money
In the case of exports of capital goods contracts, the importer’s role is to ensure that the
project will be completed. He only gives the surety after he or she attains a particular
amount from the contract signed. The unpaid part is called retention money. Here the
bank also offers post-shipment finance against an amount like this for a period of 90
days.
Advance against Deferred Payments
In the case of exports of capital goods or construction contracts, exporters receive some
amount of the contract, it might be an advance or we might call it some down payment
while the other remaining balance is received in instalments.
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Post-shipment finance is majorly beneficial in:
 Payment of agents/distributors
 Payment for publicity and advertising in the overseas market
 Payment for post authorities, customs, and shipping agents
 Payment towards Export Credit Guarantee Corporation of India Ltd (ECGC)
 Payment for overseas visits for market surveys
 Payment of marine insurance premium under CIF contract.
1. Supply Chain Finance
Supply Chain Finance is a term that refers to the financing of a supply chain is a
technology-based business and financing technique that connects several participants in
a transaction – such as a buyer, seller, and financer – to reduce costs and improve
efficiency. To optimize working capital for both the buyer and the seller, the supply
chain provides short-term credit and works better if the buyer’s credit rating is better
than the seller's – so that the former can access capital at a lower cost. In the turn of
globalization and the subsequent increase of competition, efficiency, and productivity,
supply chains are gradually being lengthened. It also diversifies the risks, as buyers
tend to purchase one product from several suppliers. Global supply chain financing
(GSCF) is a cash flow solution that helps firms free up working capital stuck in the
global supply chain. It benefits both buyers and suppliers. Thereby, suppliers get early
payments and the buyers get a chance to extend their payment terms. However, there
are certain risks associated with buying goods in bulk and transporting them across
international borders; as a result of which many firms and investors balk at engaging in
such transactions despite knowing that they can be profitable.
Risk
Risk management is essential for establishing a profitable trading business, whether it's
on a global or domestic scale. This can be accomplished by utilizing certain trade
financing products and arrangements. Due to variations in language, culture, politics,
legislation, and currency, international trade poses far higher risks than domestic
operations. The primary categories of risk are summarized here under the headings of
product, production, transportation, and currency.
1. Product risks
Product-related risks are those that the seller is required to accept by law. As part of
their commitment, they are normally required to provide specific performance
warranties, as well as agreed-upon maintenance or service duties. The buyer must
evaluate how external circumstances, such as manufacturing errors or severe weather
during delivery, may damage their product. Even after contracts are signed, these issues
could lead to disagreements between the parties. For the seller, it's critical that the
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contract is properly structured so that any modifications that can influence the goods
are covered, and unambiguous outcomes are offered.
2. Manufacturing risks
Manufacturing risks are especially common with custom-made or specific-requirement
products. Because the product cannot be resold, the seller is typically required to cover
the costs of any product revisions until the buyer decides to do so. Such risks can be
addressed as early as the product planning stage, which usually requires the buyer to
assume financial responsibility for earlier in the deal. Part payments and separate
assurances may be utilised to minimise risks for both the customer and the seller during
the product's design, production, and delivery.
3. Transport risks
These are the risks associated with delivering goods from a supplier to a customer.
Cargo insurance, as defined by conventional international policy wordings, can help
reduce cargo and transportation risks (issued by the Institute of London Underwriters or
the American Institute of Marine Underwriters). The agreed-upon delivery terms will,
in most situations, define who is responsible for obtaining insurance (the buyer or
seller). If a customer fails to properly insure a cargo shipment (where this is his
responsibility), the insurance may become void if the port or transportation route
changes, and the items arrive damaged.
4. Currency risks
Currency risk management is commonly misunderstood or ignored by businesses. Any
business that buys and sells items (or services) in multiple currencies should consider
strategies to mitigate the risk of currency fluctuation. Exchange rate variations have an
impact on the profit margin on overseas transactions, as well as the value of any assets,
liabilities, or cash flows denominated in a different currency. A range of financial tools
are available to manage FX risk. Because of the increasing volatility of the market and
the need to operate in several currencies, laws must be responsive and flexible.
Benefits of Trade Financing
1. Flexibility
Nothing is more frustrating than spotting an opportunity but failing to capitalize on it.
When the right opportunity presents itself, trade financing provides your company with
the breathing room it requires to grow. As a result, payments to the supplier can be
made in the supplier's native currency. Payment is also tailored to the borrowers' needs.
Some agreements call for repayment in 30 to 60 days, while others allow for up to four
months.
2. Convenience
Unlike a traditional bank or business loan, trade financing requires little documentation.
Trade finance contracts are clear and unambiguous, so you won't be surprised by fees at
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the end of the transaction. When you work with Capstone, we strive to make the
process as simple and pleasant as possible.
3. Security
It's possible that you're not used to dealing with multinational corporations. Capstone
has extensive experience connecting local and international firms, and we will be able
to assist you in every way. Working with a reputable financial institution's security
guarantee will give you and your client peace of mind.
4. Trade Finance Do Not Require Onerous Collateral Obligation
One of the easiest ways to get funds for your importation business is through trade
financing, and one of the benefits it carries is that you don’t have to include collateral in
the process. It is a welcome development because you won’t be asked for any personal
guarantee.
5. Enables Companies Negotiate Better Terms With Their Suppliers
When you opt for trade financing in your domestic and international business, you
stand the chance of making a better terms negotiation with your suppliers. This is
highly advantageous because you will have the opportunities to make your business
grow and also yield more profit.
Trade Finance Lenders
1. Corporate & Commercial Banks
Deposits are taken at banks. As a result, as compared to alternative lenders, they can
give firms a relatively low cost of borrowing. A bank, on the other hand, is frequently
under increased regulatory pressure, which means longer decision timelines and less
freedom. The size of the clients is the key distinction between corporate and
commercial banking. Commercial banks provide a broader range of smaller clients,
whereas Corporate & Investment Banks (CIB) typically handles larger clients and
transactions. Banks, which range in size from small regional enterprises to enormous
international companies, make up the majority of financial institutions globally. Larger
banks typically have a higher international reputation and can offer cross-border
services like LC confirmation at a lower cost than smaller banks. Smaller banks, on the
other hand, are more likely to be able to offer customization and flexibility. Smaller
domestic banks can also help SMEs because they have more specialties, making it
easier to meet the demands of SMEs. Letters of credit, accepting draughts, and
negotiating notes, bills of exchange, and documented collections are all services
provided by trade finance banks (DCs). Trade finance units, which provide trade
services and debt financing, are found in several of the largest commercial banks.
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2. Alternative Finance Providers & Non-Bank Lenders
These types of financial institutions do not accept deposits. They rely on alternative
funding sources such as public markets, private investment, and crowd-funded (pooled)
investment instead. Banks and investment funds provide funds to a large number of
people. As a result, their financing charges can be significantly higher than a bank's.
Since the financial crisis of 2008, the regulatory burden on banks has increased. As a
result, many people have reduced their risk appetite and involvement with small
businesses. This has created a gap in SME banking services, which many other firms
are striving to fill. Non-bank lenders are frequently unregulated, have a higher risk
appetite, rely on technology to streamline operations, and demand a higher interest rate.
New technologies and platforms have disrupted the traditional lengthy application
processes for trade financing products, such as risk assessment, documentation to
importers and exporters, and supplier credit.
3. Development Finance Institutions
DFIs, also known as development banks or Growth Loans Companies (DFCs),
encourage economic development by providing trade finance to businesses. DFIs tend
to be country or region-specific because they are typically backed directly or indirectly
by governments. DFIs often operate as joint ventures in emerging markets, providing
insurance and assurances against political and socioeconomic risks in order to
encourage investment. DFIs can provide services such as standby letters of credit
(SBLCs), invoice discounting, and project finance.
4. Export Credit Agencies(ECAs)
An export credit agency (ECA) is a specialist financial institution that offers [typically
government-backed] financing for domestic companies’ international exportation
facilities. The common substitute names are investment insurance agencies or simply
by the acronym ECA. Export credit agencies structure their financing through the
provision of specific loans and insurance that caters to non-conventional risks such as
overseas commercial liabilities, political risk, etc. These agencies permit further
investment flows through the effective transactional fluidity concerning international
trade. Afterward, there is no fixed model for export credit agencies. Furthermore, some
agencies are partly controlled by government departments and some are privately
owned brokerages.
3.4

METHODS OF PAYMENT IN TRADE FINANCE

International payments, usually referred to as cross-border payments or global
payments, are transactions involving more than one bank. They link businesses,
individuals, banks, and settlement organizations that operate in at least two countries
and require payment in various currencies.
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1. Cash in Advance
Cash in advance is the safest approach for exporters because they are paid safely before
the things are transported and ownership is transferred. Wire transfers and credit cards
are the most common methods of payment. This is the least preferred approaching for
importers because it exposes them to the danger of items not being delivered, as well as
being detrimental to their cash flow. Small purchases are generally made with cash in
advance. No exporter can be competitive if they exclusively accept this type of
payment.
2. Letter of Credit or Documentary Credit
A documentary credit, also known as a letter of credit, is a bank's promise to pay an
exporter if all of the terms of the contract are met. This is one of the safest methods of
payment. This strategy is used if the importer does not have credit with the exporter but
the exporter is satisfied with the importer's bank.
3. Documentary Collection
When the exporter instructs their bank to forward documents related to the sale to the
importer's bank with a request to present the documents to the buyer as a request for
payment, indicating when and under what conditions these documents can be released
to the buyer, this is referred to as a documentary collection. If the importer has the
shipping documentation, he or she may take ownership of the items. Only once money
has been received are the documents released to the buyer. There are two ways to
accomplish this.
4. Open Account
An open account is a sale in which the items are shipped and delivered before payment
is due, which is commonly 30 days, 60 days, or 90 days later. This is one of the most
beneficial solutions for importers, but it carries a larger risk for exporters. Because open
accounts are more widespread in other countries and the payment-after-receipt structure
is better for the bottom line, foreign buyers frequently request open accounts from
exporters.
5. Consignment & Trade Finance
In some aspects, a consignment is comparable to an open account, except payment is
given to the exporter only after the items have been sold to the end customer by the
importer and distributor. Until the products are sold, the exporter retains ownership of
them. Exporting on consignment is extremely dangerous since the exporter is not
assured payment. Consignment, on the other hand, aids exporters in being more
competitive by allowing goods to be sold more quickly. Selling on consignment lowers
the costs of inventory storage for the exporter.
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3.5
INTERNATIONAL TRADE TRANSACTION SETTLEMENT AND
CLEARING SYSTEM
Open account (where payment on delivery is most usual), documentary collections,
documentary letters of credit, and payment in advance are the most fundamental and
prevalent kinds of international trade transaction settlement. The use of certain
elements alters the transaction's essence.
CLEARING SYSTEM
A clearing and settlement (CS) facility is one that clears and settles financial product
transactions. When futures contracts or other qualified transactions occur on an
international or inter-country level, the International Clearing System is used. Its goal is
to boost global trade and market efficiency. An international clearinghouse manages the
majority of international clearing transactions. The Clearing House Payments Company
L.L.C. ("The Clearing House"), which is controlled by the world's top commercial
banks, provides the Clearing House Interbank Payments System ("CHIPS"), a US
payments system. CHIPS is a large-value wire transfer payment system that allows for
real-time payment settlement. A clearing house acts as a middleman between financial
instrument buyers and sellers. It is a futures exchange's agency or independent
organization in charge of settling trading accounts, clearing trades, collecting and
storing margin funds, regulating delivery, and reporting trading data.
The general steps in a documentary credit transaction:
 The contract has been finalized and signed.
 The importer submits a documentary credit application to their bank.
 The issuing bank establishes the documented credit, and the importer's bank
notifies the exporter and the exporter's bank (the collecting bank).
 The goods have been dispatched.
 The exporter provides the exporter's bank with paperwork certifying the cargo
and the terms of sale, and the exporter's bank transmits the documents to the
importer's issuing bank.
 The issuing bank validates the paperwork before transferring funds to the
exporter's account.
 The products are collected by the importer.
 Documentary Archive
This is referred to as a documentary collection when the exporter instructs their bank to
forward documents related to the sale to the importer's bank with a request to present
the documents to the buyer as a payment request, indicating when and under what
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conditions these documents can be released to the buyer. If the importer has the
shipping documentation, he or she may take ownership of the items. Only after
payment has been received are the documents released to the buyer.
There are two ways to accomplish this.
a) Documents Against Payment
After payment is received, the exporter gives the asset's ownership documents to their
bank, which they subsequently present to the importer. The importer can then utilise the
papers to obtain ownership of the goods. The risk for the exporter is that the importer
will refuse to pay, and even if the importer is unable to collect the products, the
exporter will have limited collection options.
Documents alongside payment works:
 The contract has been finalized and signed.
 The exporter is the one who ships the goods. The exporter gives his bank all
transaction documentation.
 The paperwork is transmitted from the bank of the exporter to the bank of the
importer.
 The bank of the importer seeks payment from the importer by delivering the
paperwork.
 Payment is made to the importer's bank.
 Payment is sent from the bank of the importer to the bank of the exporter.
 The bank of the exporter pays the exporter.
b) Documents Against Acceptance
The exporter's bank authorizes the importer's bank to provide the transaction documents
to the importer on behalf of the exporter.
How Documents against Acceptance works:
 The contract has been finalized and signed.
 The goods are shipped by the exporter.
 The exporter gives their bank the transaction documentation.
 The paperwork are sent from the exporter's bank to the importer's bank.
 By delivering the paperwork, the importer's bank seeks payment from the
importer.
 The importer pays for the products, receives the paperwork, and collects them.
 The bank of the importer pays the bank of the exporter, and the bank of the
exporter pays the exporter.
Open Account
An open account is a sale in which the items are shipped and delivered before payment
is due, which is commonly 30 days, 60 days, or 90 days later. This is one of the most
beneficial solutions for importers, but it carries a larger risk for exporters. Because open
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accounts are more widespread in other countries and the payment-after-receipt structure
is better for the bottom line, foreign buyers frequently request open accounts from
exporters.
Consignment & Trade Finance
In some aspects, a consignment is comparable to an open account, except the payment
is given to the exporter only after the items have been sold to the end customer by the
importer and distributor. Until the products are sold, the exporter retains ownership of
them. Exporting by consignment is extremely dangerous since the exporter is not
assured payment. Consignment, on the other hand, aids exporters in being more
competitive by allowing goods to be sold more quickly. Selling on consignment lowers
the costs of inventory storage for the exporter.
PROCESS TO SECURE TRADE FINANCE
Each lender has specific rules and criteria that must be met before funds can be issued
to a company. When it comes to taking risks, some lenders are more conservative than
others. The type of lender (bank vs. non-bank, large vs. small) and their risk appetite
also influence the interest rate and repayment terms provided to a company. There is a
specific protocol to follow when applying for a loan or other trade credit. The following
are the essential steps of the credit application procedure.
3.7

TRADE FINANCE FACILITY

1. Application
The procedure begins with the firm submitting a credit application to the lender. When
asking for trade finance, the lender will need information about the company, the
people involved (Directors), and the reason for the debt financing. Trade finance is
often appropriate for businesses that are currently engaged in buying and selling (trade)
on a domestic or international level. As a result, a track record of trading revenues from
previous transactions is expected.
The following will be the important points:
 2-5 years' worth of financial statements (profit and loss statement, balance
sheet, cash flow statement), plus management accounts, creditors' ledger,
debtors' ledger, and stock ledger (if available).
 Budgets and projections for at least a year
 Details of any assets that the company or its directors own and could be used as
collateral (property, equipment, invoices, etc)
 Detailed information on any liabilities (loans, overdraft facilities, etc)
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 Recent Purchase Orders
 Invoices from current suppliers or clients
A business plan including financial predictions is generally required to demonstrate to a
banker that your business idea is sound and reasonable, that you can implement it
successfully, and that you understand how the funds will be spent. Business plans come
in a variety of formats, but they almost always include the following:
 Detailed introduction of the company, including a future vision and goals, as
well as any noteworthy achievements to date
 Information on the company's major stakeholders/directors, including their
backgrounds and equity structure.
 Introduction and analysis of the provided goods or service
 a high-level view of the industry and its competitors
 Summary of expected outcomes, including financial projections
2. Appraisal of the Application
The lender will conduct a thorough credit risk assessment of the documents. The credit
analysis usually includes inputting figures from the applicant's income statement,
balance sheet, and cash flow paperwork. It will also evaluate the SME's ability to
provide collateral, as well as the quality of such collateral. This will be taken into
account, along with the state of suppliers, customers, and trade cycles. Almost often,
some type of credit rating will be used in the evaluation process, which will take into
account potential vulnerabilities such as the industry the firm is joining, the likelihood
of default, and even the integrity and quality of management. A credit score is
commonly given a letter grade that ranges from AAA (very low risk of default) to D
(extremely high risk of default) (likely to result in the denial of a loan application).
What does a lender look at to determine an applicant’s credit?
 Key financial information
 Management / Directors’ credentials
 Operating market/sector
 Risk of the transaction
 Analysis of the collateral
3. Negotiation
A SME's purpose with a lender is to obtain funding at the best feasible terms and
pricing. Non-interest costs, fees, and fixed charges, as well as interest rates, are all
variables that could be negotiated. It's occasionally a good idea to get advice from your
local trade organisation to avoid dangers, understand the charges and the structure of
the loan and insurance.
4. The Loan Approval Process and Documentation
The account officer, who first deals with the applicant and gathers all of the
documentation, usually performs an initial credit and risk analysis. This is then
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forwarded to a specific committee or the next level of credit authority for approval. If
the loan is accepted (on a preliminary basis), it is transferred to the legal department to
confirm that collateral can be secured/protected and that any default risks can be
reduced. The signatures of a senior director at the bank will also be required on the loan
papers. The loan agreement is a legally binding contract that comprises definitions, a
thorough explanation of the agreed-upon finance facility (amount, duration, interest
rates, currency, and payment terms – both interest and non-interest charges), and both
parties' signatures. A loan's conditions will also be offered, which will include the
buyer's and lender's responsibilities, as well as what will happen if there is a
disagreement or default.
3.8

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS

Q1. Trade between two countries can be useful if cost ratios of goods are:
A. Undetermined
B. Decreasing
C. Equal
D. Different
Answer: D
Q2. The term Euro Currency market refers to
A. The international foreign exchange market
B. The market where the borrowing and lending of currencies take place outside the
country of issue
C. The countries which have adopted Euro as their currency
D. The market in which Euro is exchanged for other currencies
Answer: B
Q3. Which of the following theories suggests that firms seek to penetrate new
markets over time?
A. Imperfect Market Theory
B. Product cycle theory
C. Theory of Comparative Advantage
D. None of the above
Answer: B
Q4.Dumping refers to:
A. Reducing tariffs
B. Sale of goods abroad at a lower price, below their cost and price in their home
market
C. Buying goods at low prices abroad and selling at higher prices locally
D. Expensive goods selling for low prices
Answer: B
Q5. International trade and domestic trade differ because of:
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A. Different government policies
B. Immobility of factors
C. Trade restrictions
D. All of the above
Answer: D
Q6. The margin for a currency future should be maintained with the clearing
house by
A. The seller
B. The buyer
C. Either the buyer or the seller as per the agreement between them
D. Both the buyer and the seller
Answer: D
Q7.The following statement with respect to currency option is wrong
A. Foreign currency- Rupee option is available in India
B. An American option can be executed on any day during its currency
C. Put option gives the buyer the right to sell the foreign currency
D. Call option will be used by exporters
Answer: D
Q8. Govt. policy about exports and imports is called:
A. Commercial policy
B. Fiscal policy
C. Monetary policy
D. Finance policy
Answer: A
Q9.Which of the following is international trade?
A. Trade between countries
B. Trade between regions
C. Trade between provinces
D. Both (b) and (c)
Answer: A
Q10. Market in which currencies buy and sell and their prices settle on is called
the
A. International bond market
B. International capital market
C. Foreign exchange market
D. Eurocurrency market
Answer: C
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3.9

KEYWORDS






3.10









Collateral: a security pledged for the repayment of a loan
Inventory: a complete listing of merchandise or stock on hand, work in
progress, raw materials, finished goods on hand, etc., made each year by a
business concern.
Negotiation: discussion aimed at reaching an agreement.
Consignment: an agreement between an owner and a third-party consignee
whereby the consignee agrees to sell the owners goods in exchange for a fee.
Fluctuation: an irregular rising and falling in number or amount; a variation.
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